What is Kaizen?

Kaizen is a Japanese workplace philosophy which focuses on making continuous small improvements and teaches people to learn to spot and eliminate waste in business processes.

Advisory Services uses a form of Kaizen called the Kaizen Super Blitz to accelerate the process.

What does that mean?

We provide the framework and tools to help the project team implement measurable solutions in just one day.

Our facilitators lead the project team through a data-driven improvement cycle called the DMAIC model, and introduce them to useful process improvement tools.

KAIZEN TOOLBOX

- Affinity Diagrams
- Pareto Chart
- Time and Motion Analysis
- Waste Identification
- Decision Tree
- Value Stream Map
- Data Collection
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Is Kaizen right for my process?

Kaizen works well for processes that have...

• Low to medium degree of difficulty and effort
• High business impact
• Opportunity to eliminate waste
• Opportunity for learning and development